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AB STRACT
Analysis of signals from a four‑waveleng珪i lidar is presented Some a priori

血m血and bemndary conditions are estimated in鑑かing払e Mdar equ血by
Femald me血od The retrieved results are ∝皿pared with th岱e from a sun photometer.
It is shown血at an approxima血from a model atmosphe托is basically suitable as a
priori inform血1長打moderately血irbid atm喝)here. For relatively dean atma甲he托,

however, some m血s on血e払出al value at a reference point h肝e to be
jn(引qxiraf od.

1. Introduction

I血measurement provides superior resolutioq b也野atial and temporal,払r
atmo野heric aerosol monitoring. For軸e waveleng也Iidar, return sign als血>m atmo野here
are governed by the well‑known lidar equation.

A number of me血道s to solve也e lidar equa血n have been proposed and investigated by
many authors. Among them Klett s methodM, which is convenientあor analy由s of lidar dab
ob紀rved in very turbid atmo印here, and Femald's approachョ, which is applicable to clear
and moderately turbid atmo野here, a托the most useful ones. However, a unique method that
provides an absolutely reliable g血血on of也e lidar eqpadon d倣s not exist. So it is n耽ssary to
eS血mate the 玩)undary cond出on and血m也e results with伐rtain additional e聯rimental
data.

For multi‑waveleng血Iid肝,也e oons軸on of the野stem is much more complex也an a
3‑wavelength one, not only in optical釘u肥but血in receiving units. In order ld make
a physically con由stent e叩Iana血n for di飽rent wavelei唱也s and examine the availability of
也e e〔血mated boundary conditions and柁Iated assumpもons, here, a well‑calibrated mu払
channel sun photometer is i煉d.

2. Solution to the lidar equa也on
The Femald's solution is discussed here, where bo血molecule and aero釘1 ∝mtrib血ons
are included. The ba由c equation is
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where瑚is也e inぬnbn肌s received power at血eちR也e transmitted power, c也e
vel軸ofligiit , r the pulse duration, Athe effective receiver area, r也e range, β m(カ, β p(カ,
re野鉄血柁Iy, the backscattering cross section of也e molecule and aerosol, and a m(カ, a pO) ,

也e extinction cross血s of也e molecule and aerosol at range r.
The molecular atmo野heric profile of the US 1976 Standard Atmo野here is used in our
calculationt6] with也e molecular extinc血･to‑backscattering ratio of虚= 8 n / 3. For aero釦l
scattering proper血s, some assumptions have to be made. Acoor血唱to Takamura and
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Sasano阿, the aerosol extinction‑to‑backscattering ra血炭value l∝a也s in the range of 30 ‑83
with wavelength dependenα. At present the value of α p(rc) at a re免rence range rc is taken

血m the model atmo革phere. In the next軸we discuss也e e鮎of cc p(rc) and戊value
on也e sol血oflidar equation.
3. Data collection and analysis

Data were collected u血g the Four‑waveleng也Iidar at CEReS, in Chiba University.
Normally the operational wavelengths are l併4 mn, 532 nm, 355 nm弧d 756 mn. In one of
the pre鎗nted examples, however, only the first three waveleng血s are available because of
the recent mammc血氾ofone of也e Nd:YAG la紀rs. Data of April llm , 1997 and Dece血br
3rd ,1996 are presented here. Mg.1血ows the logarithmic plot of the signals on Mayや. The
sampling rate of reαiver野stem is 20 MHz, which corre耶)nds to the革patial resolution
of7.5m.
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At the same site a well‑calibrated sun photometer wi血the channels of 368, 420, 500, 675,
778, 880 and 1033 nm, was used for the acquisi血n of coiTesponding data. The data were
recorded around every 12 seconds and computed for the aero釦1 total optical也i血ess a鮎r
removing the Rayleigh compone】塊and averaged in accordanα witb the lidar measurement

血e duration (15 min). Using the Angstrom s relation
t(A) = CIX

(2)

as well as the linear触血gあar the original data , the aerosol optical thickness ot 355, 532, 1064
nm can be obtained耶g. 2). In eq.(2), r(A) is the total aero釘I op血al thickness , a the
waveleng也in 〟 m, C¥ ,環也e ∝貯ffidents determined from血e触ng. For the data ofDec.
3rd , the鎗two a把ffidents are G= 0.078, Oi= 1.29, and住)r the data of Apr. llth, G= 0.26,

戊= 1.ll, The detailed results of也o能two days are listed in Table 1 and 2.
For sbnpl述ca血i only data in clear days桓o clouds) are analyzed. In也e p托鎗血ca紀,
也e rela血相Iy clear atmo野here with the si】血visibility on也e orde/ of 20 to 50 km, and
moderately turbid atmo印here are involved.
Figure 3 corresponds to a rela血ely clean atmo印here,曲o血唱也e aerosol extinction
coemtients for four waveleng血s of the lidar, at about 14:05, De伐mber 3^ , 1996. From也e
五郎托, one can apparently see也ie wavelength dependen伊of aero釦] extinc血n coefficient.
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Figure 4. is a ca9e ofa slightly turbid atmo印here:也e data were obtained at about 15:00, April
11血, 1997. At that time only也oree waveleng血s of our lidar野Sbm could be used. Prom也e艶
two figures one can find reasonable waveleng血dependen控in the analyzed range of 0.4 ‑ 2.5
km. That means也e alignments ofall也e waveleng血s wei℃ consistent and也e adjustment of
the beam expander for each beam was appropriate.
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Fig. 3 Aerosol extinction coefladents offour

wavelengths (14:05 JST, 3 Dec. 1鞠,
de血ed using Femald method with
reference point at 2.5 km (托Ia血dy
clean atmosphere).

Fig.4 Aerosol extinction co曲血its of血肥

wavelengths (15:00 JST , ll April 1即,
de血red using Femald me血cd心血
reference point at 2. 5 km ( relatively

turbid atm喝血ere).

Table 1 and 2 list the results obtained触Im the Iidar and sun photometer, i.e. the total
aero由1 optical thickness derived血an the sun photometer data and the lidar data in addition
tD也e value for Sl parameters, the ex血血to backscattering ra血O, for each wavelength.
Table. 1 Total optical也女虫ness of aerosol by sun photometer and partial op血al thickness by lidar

w ith an app 叩 m ate ぷ valu e (14‥
05 JST ,3 D 既em ber 1洗物
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532 n m
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0.18
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30
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T血Ie.2 Total呼dcal伽dm鴎s of aerosol by sun photometer and partial optical也ickness by lidar
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00 JS T ,11A pri l!即
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In Femalds me也d one has to assume也e extinction coe銭dent a p(rc) and也e丘
parameter. Prom也e detailed Mk calcula血on,丘can be a凱ned to be 30 sr as a五rst
approximation. Then re免rring to凱in photometer data,也由value may be adjusted in也e
range of 30 ‑83H. Con伴ming a p(rc),也e e血血n ∝治fficient at也e鮎やnd,ぬr血g point,
也e way of determination is ra也er a蕗itrary. For example, a slope‑type e由ma血m from也e
L itse即or a me也od using釦me additional expe血ental iofonna血n can be applied. We
u党a methodョba党d on the mdel atmo野heric aero釦1 distributions and也e ex血血n
∝把鮎ents are adopted from LOWTRAN‑7.
It is found仏紙触a moderately tu血id atmo野here桝g.4, Table 2), this a軌Ⅱ坤血is
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nearly suitable without any la聯modification on也e a p(r) values. The aerosol optical
thickness at 2.5 km range derived触皿もdar data is smaller也an也e total one丘Gm也e sun
photometer data, which is easily e坤Iained by the di飽rence in the range.
On the contrary, for relatively clear atmosphere wi也a small total opもcal thi血ess鞠.3,
Table 1),也e initial assump血n of α p(ic) needs some modifications. In也e present case we
hed丘at value 30 and aのrrection払cbr was nml垣)lied to make the a p(zc) approach a
suitable value. Here this factor is 0.01, which means也ere is a large血all酢for仇e血走al
assumption of tf p(rc). Errors in # p(rc) will 玩 the prime source of errors of a p(z). Usually α

p(がs in propo血on to the a p(rc).
h劉皿mary, a鮎n血mental criterion is that the aerosol optical thickness of each
wavelength血ould l∝ate in a proper region w池re野Ⅸ沈to the value鮎m也e sun
photometer. Other ways of validation includes the integrated nephelometer measurement
and using of another smaller, additional lidar wi血a鉦ldl bclinadon angle.

4.

Conclusion
iidar returns of four wavelenを担lS鉦om the relatively clear and turbid atmo印here are

analyzed using Femald method and the results are伽mpared with弧i photometer data. For
the contribution of molecules, assuming a model atmo印here is ac籾等)taUe. It isあund也鮎the
value of α p(rc) from the model atmo野here is suitable for pl通rately t血bid atmo野here.
E聯dally for very dear血10野here, the result of aerosol extinction a姫ffident転かitnes more
紀native to a p(ic). Witii appropriate supplement of additional data the multi‑wavele喝ぬ
Iidar野stem is磯鮎I to mea飢ばe也Le profile of aero釦1 particles and obtain information about
their micro‑phy由cal characteristics.
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